
WASHINGTON: Donald Trump hasn’t quite asked the dead to vote
for him, but he’s nearly there. “I joke a lot as I say if you’re sick, if you
just got the worse prognosis that a doctor can give you, if you’re
lying in bed and you just know you’re not going to make it - you
have to get up on November 8th and you have to vote,” he said
Thursday. At least nine times in the speech to evangelical leaders in
key swing state Florida, the brash 70-year-old billionaire - sometimes
speaking in an uncharacteristically low voice - called on them to
ensure their parishioners cast their ballots for him.

The Republican presidential candidate is a bit worried about his
chances in November against Hillary Clinton, and he’s not exactly
hiding it. And his team is struggling to transform his winning primary
campaign model into an unbeatable national election machine.
During the Republican primaries, the Manhattan real estate mogul
and former reality television star ignored the experts and the pundits
who told him to be more “presidential,” to stop insulting his rival and
to prepare his speeches.

To everyone’s surprise, Trump’s iconoclastic strategy worked. He
was the last man standing, and won the Republican Party’s nomina-
tion. But since officially becoming the party’s standard-bearer, at the
urging of his aides, he has given more policy-driven speeches using a
teleprompter. But part of him visibly chafes at the constraints, and
he’s quick to go off-script - and off-message, as evidenced by some
of his near-daily missteps in recent weeks: over Russia, the parents of
a Muslim soldier killed in action, on guns and Hillary Clinton, and on
the Islamic State group and President Barack Obama.

Continued on Page 13

BEIRUT: Islamic State group militants
have released hundreds of civilians they
used as human shields while fleeing a
crumbling stronghold in northern Syria,
but the fate of others remained
unknown yesterday. The last remaining
IS fighters abandoned Manbij near the
Turkish border on Friday after a rout that
the Pentagon said showed the extremists
were “on the ropes”. The retreat from the
city which IS captured in 2014 marked
the jihadists’ worst defeat yet at the
hands of the Syrian Democratic Forces

(SDF), an Arab-Kurdish alliance support-
ed by US air power.

Fleeing fighters took around 2,000
civilians, including women and children,
on Friday to ward off air strikes as they
headed to the IS-held frontier town of
Jarabulus, according to the SDF. At least
some of the civilians were later released
or escaped, the alliance said yesterday,
but the whereabouts of the rest was
unknown. “There are no more IS fighters”
left in Manbij, an SDF member said. 

Continued on Page 13
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Crowd favorite Rashidi 

wins men’s skeet bronze 
Second Kuwaiti shooter to make podium after Deehani

RIO DE JANEIRO: Crowd favorite Abdullah Al-Rashidi of
Kuwait won the bronze in the men’s skeet event yester-
day, his first medal in six Olympic Games. After he beat
Mikola Milchev of Ukraine, the 52-year-old Rashidi
waved to the crowd as they chanted “Mustache!” in
Portuguese and then kissed the ground. Rashidi hit all
16 discs to beat Milchev, who missed two. Rashidi
topped the qualifying round by smashing 123 discs out
of 125. He is the second Kuwaiti competing under the
Olympic flag to medal in shooting this week as the
country is banned by the International Olympic
Committee.

Young Italian Gabriele Rossetti gave his country its
third gold medal in Olympic shooting with a perfect
score. The compact 21-year-old, a first-time Olympian
and police officer, had perfect 16s in the semifinal and
final, defeating 26-year-old Marcus Svensson of Sweden
by just one shot. American two-time and defending
Olympic champion Vincent Hancock did not qualify for
the semi-finals. He was vying to become the first shoot-
er to win a specific men’s event at three Olympic Games
in a row.  

Veteran Kuwaiti shooter Fehaid Al-Deehani battled
wet and blustery conditions to win the men’s double
trap event on Wednesday, becoming the first athlete
competing under the Olympic flag to ever win a gold
medal.  The IOC suspended Kuwait in Oct 2015, accus-
ing the government of interference in its national
Olympic Committee. Earlier this month, Kuwait lost a
court case against the IOC ban, meaning Kuwaiti ath-
letes would only be allowed to compete under the
Olympic flag. —  Agencies 

RIO DE JANEIRO: Gold medalist Gabriele Rossetti (center) of Italy, flanked by silver medalist Marcus Svensson
(left) of Sweden and bronze medalist Abdullah Al-Rashidi of Kuwait competing on the Independent Olympic
Team, kiss their medals during the victory ceremony for the men’s skeet gold medal match at the Olympic
Shooting Center at the 2016 Summer Olympics yesterday. — AP 

LOS ANGELES: A Southern California man was sen-
tenced on Friday to life in prison for fatally stabbing
an engineering student from Saudi Arabia who the
killer met after the victim posted an online ad to
sell his car two years ago, prosecutors said. The
remains of the victim, Abdullah Abdullatif Alkadi,
23, were found alongside a freeway in the desert
town of Indio, about 200 km east of Los Angeles, in
Oct 2014, about a month after he went missing.

Alkadi, an international student at California
State University, Northridge, had been last seen at
his residence in the Los Angeles suburb of Reseda
on Sept 17. Authorities said the killer, Agustin
Rosendo Fernandez, 30, stabbed Alkadi to death
that day, when he showed up at the victim’s home
to pick up an Audi A5 convertible that Alkadi had
agreed to sell him for $35,000 in an earlier meeting
between the two men.

Fernandez, who had found Alkadi’s car-for-sale
ad on Craigslist, kept the cash and then made off
with the vehicle, disposing of Alkadi’s body along
the way. 
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QAMISHLI, Syria: Women in this Kurdish-controlled city mourn over a coffin during
the funeral of several fighters from an Arab-Kurdish alliance who were killed during
battles with the Islamic State group in the northern Syrian city of Manbij. — AFP 

NEW YORK: Ice cream thieves are on the rampage
in New York and one billionaire has reached melt-
ing point. The supermarket tycoon Friday offered a
$5,000 reward leading to their arrests and prosecu-
tion. John Catsimatidis, who owns the Gristedes
chain of grocery stores, told AFP he was fed up with
a ruthless gang cleaning out his freezer cases and
selling luxurious cartons to corner stores for a frac-
tion of the price. “It’s a nice summer reward,” he
said. “Our managers have been going through the
refrigerator cases and they’re wiped out. This gang
of three to four people comes in and puts them in
large shopping bags, they distract the manager
and sell them,” he added.

The biggest single theft was around 100 to 125
tubs worth $700-800, with stores in Manhattan the
hardest hit, he said. The scam had been going on
six months, Catsimatidis complained. The reward
comes with New York in the grip of a heatwave,
expected to last through today. With the humidity,
it could feel as hot as 43 degrees Celsius although
real temperatures will be lower.

Asked whether he thought his $5,000 reward
would have an impact, the self-made tycoon
replied that maybe the corner store owner buying
the ice cream would turn in the thieves.
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RIO DE JANEIRO: Swimmer Faye Husain of Kuwait celebrates after competing in
the women’s 50m freestyle heats during the swimming event at the Rio 2016
Olympic Games at the Olympic Aquatics Stadium on Friday.  — AFP 

RIO DE JANEIRO: Nada Albedwawi
dreams of one day swimming on a relay
team but she knows that can only hap-
pen if enough other Emirati women take
the plunge. In a socially conservative
region, where women’s competitive sport
faces significant cultural obstacles, the
only female swimmer competing for the
United Arab Emirates at the Rio Olympics
remained undaunted on Friday. 

“My main goal is to break down these
barriers, these gender barriers, and pave
the way for other female swimmers,” said
Albedwawi after her 50m freestyle heat.
“Especially in our country, people are
reluctant to start something new. “So
when they see there is already a female
swimmer who has been to the Olympics
they will be much more encouraged to
do so.” Albedwawi is one of several
women blazing a trail, and braving some
criticism, as they try to raise the profile of
their sport in the Middle East.

Faye Husain is a Kuwaiti swimmer
competing as an independent athlete
under the Olympic flag, due to the coun-
try’s suspension, while Bahrain and Qatar
are also represented in the pool. “We
have great facilities, it’s just a matter of
accessing them,” Husain, who has been
training at college in the United States for
the past four years, told Reuters. “There’s
always going to be some grumblings of
opposition but I don’t pay attention to it.”

Saudi Arabia, where women are barred
from driving and subject to gender seg-
regation and a restrictive male guardian-

ship system, is unlikely to join them any-
time soon. In a sport of body-hugging
swimsuits and exposed flesh, that
remains a step too far. However the coun-
try has quietly entered four women in Rio
in running, fencing and judo after two
made an historic debut in London four
years ago.

Albedwawi said her parents and the
UAE authorities had been supportive of
her efforts but there was work to be
done. “We are going to slowly start to
change the mentality,” the first-year stu-
dent of NYU Abu Dhabi said after finish-
ing 78th of 88 starters. “I know some of
my friends who really wanted to pursue
sports but because of cultural barriers
and stuff, weren’t able to.” Albedwawi said
the reaction on social media had been
overwhelmingly positive. 

“I would see 100 positive comments
and maybe just one negative comment,”
she said. “And that’s way better than in
Saudi Arabia where some of the people
reacted negatively to the four women
representing them at this Olympics. “So I
am really proud of my country and its
people. I was really delighted when I saw
the four (Saudi) women at this Olympics.
Hopefully they are going to pave the way
for girls in these sports. Maybe swim-
ming is a little bit harder to convince but
we’ll get there one day.” And the relay? “I
was just talking with my coach about it
yesterday,” she smiled. “Hopefully we will
get back with a relay team and get the
gold.” — Reuters
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On national stage, Trump train stalls

ALTOONA, Pennsylvania: Republican presidential candidate Donald
Trump gives a thumbs up as he leaves a campaign rally yesterday. — AP 


